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A Two-Level Cache Aware Adaptive Data Replication Mechanism
for Shared LLC

Qianqian WU†a), Student Member and Zhenzhou JI†b), Nonmember

SUMMARY The shared last level cache (SLLC) in tile chip multipro-
cessors (TCMP) provides a low off-chip miss rate, but it causes a long on-
chip access latency. In the two-level cache hierarchy, data replication stores
replicas of L1 victims in the local LLC (L2 cache) to obtain a short local
LLC access latency on the next accesses. Many data replication mecha-
nisms have been proposed, but they do not consider both L1 victim reuse
behaviors and LLC replica reception capability. They either produce many
useless replicas or increase LLC pressure, which limits the improvement
of system performance. In this paper, we propose a two-level cache aware
adaptive data replication mechanism (TCDR), which controls replication
based on both L1 victim reuse behaviors prediction and LLC replica recep-
tion capability monitoring. TCDR not only increases the accuracy of L1
replica selection, but also avoids the pressure of replication on LLC. The
results show that TCDR improves the system performance with reasonable
hardware overhead.
key words: tiled chip multiprocessors (TCMP), shared last level cache
(SLLC), replication, L1 victim reuse behaviors, LLC replica reception ca-
pability

1. Introduction

Tiled chip multiprocessor (TCMP), which contains a se-
ries of identical tiles connected over an unordered point-to-
point on-chip network, is becoming a more and more prac-
tical processor design due to its scalability of multicore and
manycore∗ [1]. In TCMP, the shared last level cache (SLLC)
is the mainstream design, that is always evenly divided into
slices equal to the number of tiles. Due to the large shared
cache capacity, the off-chip miss rate of LLC is low, which is
positive to the improvement of system performance. How-
ever, if the requested cache line is located in a remote tile,
SLLC will cause a long on-chip access latency, which hurts
the system performance.

Victim Replication (VR) [2] is first proposed to address
the long on-chip access latency problem of SLLC, which
replicates L1 victims to local LLC slice in the same tile.
However, VR does not consider not only the L1 victim reuse
behaviors, but also the LLC replica reception capability. Al-
though many improved data replication mechanisms [3]–[5]
are proposed after VR, the L1 victim reuse behaviors and
the LLC replica reception capability are not considered at
the same time. Previous replication schemes will produce a
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large number of useless replicas or increase LLC pressure,
and VR has both disadvantages. Thus, in all previous mech-
anisms, the improvement of system performance is limited.

In this paper, a two-level cache aware adaptive data
replication mechanism TCDR is proposed. At the L1 cache
level, TCDR predicts the victim reuse behaviors and selects
victims with high reuse locality and/or short reuse distance
as replicas to achieve high replication accuracy. At the LLC
level, TCDR monitors the replica reception capability to de-
termine whether replicas are inserted into MRU or LRU po-
sitions to avoid the pressure of replication on LLC. In addi-
tion, when the level of replica reception capability changes,
LLC will feed it back to L1 to update the replica selection
criteria. The results show that TCDR is superior to the base-
line data replication mechanism in performance.

2. Related Work

(1) Data replication. VR [2] replicates all L1 victims to
local LLC slices without a replica selection process based
on the L1 victim reuse behaviors. Besides, VR inserts all
replicas to the MRU position ignoring LLC replica recep-
tion capability. Although Adaptive Selective Replication
(ASR) [3] makes a replica selection at L1 level and weighs
the benefits and losses at LLC level, ASR only selects shared
read-only victims for replication at the L1 level and blindly
replicate all shared read-only victims as replicas without
considering the L1 victim reuse behaviors. Several other
works also explore data replication in SLLC [4], [5]. How-
ever, these schemes focus on either the L1 replica selection
strategy or the LLC replica reception capability. In con-
trast, TCDR controls data replication based on both L1 vic-
tim reuse behaviors prediction and LLC replica reception
capability monitoring. TCDR makes a good trade-off be-
tween the on-chip access latency and capacity of LLC. Thus,
TCDR can gain a more significant improvement in perfor-
mance than all previous schemes.
(2) Reuse locality, reuse distance prediction and set du-
eling. Reuse locality [6] has been applied to manage SLLC.
It means that the cache lines that have been used in SLLC
may no longer be used, but the reused cache lines tend to
be reused many times in the near future. So, cache accesses

∗In this paper, we assume TCMP has a two-level cache hier-
archy, so LLC corresponds to L2 cache and data replication acts
between L1 and L2 cache. In a three-level cache hierarchy, LLC
corresponds to L3 cache and data replication acts between L2 and
L3 cache.
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in SLLC show reuse locality rather than locality. Signature-
based hit predictor (SHiP) [7] uses reuse distance prediction
to improve SLLC replacement. SHiP adopts a signature his-
tory counter table (SHCT) of saturation counters to learn
the reuse behavior of a signature such as program counter
(PC). Besides, Dynamic Insertion Policy (DIP) uses set du-
eling [8] in cache insertion policy. Set dueling leverages the
fact that LLC has a large number of sets and cache perfor-
mance can be estimated by sampling a few sets. Specifically,
a few dedicated sets are selected for two competitive strate-
gies, and the winning strategy is applied to the rest follower
sets. Inspired by the above works [6]–[8], TCDR introduces
reuse locality and reuse distance prediction for L1 replica
selection to improve accuracy and uses set dueling for LLC
reception capability monitoring to compete between LRU
and MRU insertion position.

3. Design of TCDR

3.1 Organization

Figure 1 shows the organization structure of TCDR, which
is deployed to each tile of TCMP. On one hand, at the L1
cache level, we add 3-part structures for predicting L1 vic-
tim reuse behaviors, including reuse locality and reuse dis-
tance. Firstly, each entry in L1 cache is extended with a
PC part. Secondly, we add instruction and data victim ta-
bles (VTT I and VTT D) to store tag and PC of victims
evicted from L1 instruction and data cache respectively. PC
is used for victim reuse distance prediction. Each entry in
VTT is extended with a reuse (Re) bit for victim reuse lo-
cality prediction. “1” indicates victim has been reused and
has a high reuse locality. VTT adopts set-associative struc-
ture and LRU replacement policy. Thirdly, we introduce a
one-dimensional PC history counter table (PHCT) similar to
that in SHiP for victim reuse distance prediction. Each entry
in PHCT is indexed by a hash of PC and contains a satura-
tion counter (SC) to record the history information for reuse
distance prediction. SC not equal to “0” indicates victim
has a short reuse distance. On the other hand, at the LLC
level, since we use set dueling to monitor the LLC replica
reception capability, we introduce a policy selector (PSEL)

Fig. 1 The organization structure of TCDR

which has been used in DIP. PSEL is a saturation counter
that tracks which of the two competitive replica insertion
policies (insert to the MRU or LRU position) causes fewer
misses. The most significant bit (MSB) of PSEL indicates
the level of LLC replica reception capability, “0” stands for
“strong” and “1” for “weak”.

3.2 Algorithms

(1) L1 replica selection based on victim reuse behaviors
prediction. In order to use the prediction of L1 victim
reuse behaviors to guide the selection of replicas, the victim
reuse behaviors of reuse locality and reuse distance should
be learned during the program execution (line1∼line5 in al-
gorithm1). When an L1 access request misses or L1 evicts a
victim, VTT and PHCT need to be accessed and updated.
In the former situation, if VTT hits, its Re is set to “1”.
Besides, the SC in PHCT index by a hash of PC is in-
creased by 1. In the latter situation, if an entry is evicted
from VTT but the Re is equal to “0”, the SC in PHCT index
by a hash of PC is decreased by 1. Then, the learning re-
sult of L1 victim reuse behaviors will be used to L1 replica
selection (line6∼line11 in algorithm1). TCDR defines two
replica candidate sets (Set1: high reuse locality and Set2:
short reuse distance). When L1 evicts a victim, it selects
replicas in Set1 ∪ Set2 or Set1 ∩ Set2 according to the level
of LLC replica reception capability (The level is monitored
and fed back to L1 in the following algorithm2). If VTT
hits, the L1 victim will be replicated to the local LLC in two
cases. First, the level is “strong”, and the Re is equal to “1”
or the SC in PHCT index by a hash of PC is not equal to
“0”; Second, the level is “weak”, and the Re is equal to “1”
and the SC in PHCT index by a hash of PC is not equal to
“0”. If VTT misses, the L1 victim will be replicated to the
local LLC when the level is “strong”, and the SC in PHCT
index by a hash of PC is not equal to “0”.
(2) LLC replica dynamic insertion based on replica re-
ception capability monitoring. First of all, the LLC replica
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reception capability needs to be monitored using set dueling
to compete LRU and MRU insertion position (line1∼line10
in algorithm2). We assume that each LLC slice contains 256
sets. Following DIP, we select 16 dedicated sets to insert a
new replica to the MRU position to form SDM-M (Set Du-
eling Monitor–MRU), and select 16 non-overlapping ded-
icated sets to insert a new replica to the LRU position to
form SDM-L (LRU). The rest follower sets apply the win-
ning policy between SDM-M and SDM-L. The dedicated
sets can be selected based on the comparison results of the
higher four bits ([7:4]) and the lower four bits ([3:0]) of the
set index. If the SetIndex[7:4] is equal to SetIndex[3:0], the
dedicated set belongs to SDM-M, and if the SetIndex[7:4] is
equal to the complement of SetIndex[3:0], the dedicated set
belongs to SDM-L. The home LLC access miss will cause
an off-chip memory access, requiring an access latency of
300 cycles; while the local LLC access miss requires for-
warding the request to the remote home LLC slice, requiring
an average access latency of 18 cycles. The cost of home
misses is about 16 times that of local misses. Therefore,
when an LLC access request misses, a home miss in SDM-
M increases PSEL by 16 and a local miss increases PSEL by
1; A home miss in SDM-L decreases PSEL by 16 and a local
miss decreases PSEL by 1. What’s more, the replica recep-
tion capability is indicated by the MSB of PSEL. If the MSB
changes from “1” to “0”, it means that the replica reception
capability level becomes “strong”. If the MSB changes from
“0” to “1”, the level becomes “weak”. The level changes
are captured and fed back to L1. Then, the level of replica
reception capability is used to guide L1 replica selection
(line6∼line11 in algorithm1) and LLC replica dynamic in-

sertion (line11∼line19 in algorithm2). When a new replica
(NR) from L1 arrives, it will be inserted to the MRU or LRU
position dynamically. If the set of NR belongs to SDM-M,
insert NR to the MRU position; if it belongs to SDM-L, in-
sert NR to the LRU position. When the set of NR belongs to
follower sets, the “strong” level makes NR be inserted to the
MRU position. Otherwise, insert NR to the LRU position.

4. Experiments

We evaluate TCDR using gem5 [9] simulator. TCDR is im-
plemented on the basis of a 64-tiled CMP system with pri-
vate L1 cache and shared LLC, and the on-chip intercon-
nection mode adopts 8*8 mesh network. System parameters
are shown in Table 1. In addition, we use workloads from
PARSEC [10] and SPLASH-2 [11] as the benchmark.

4.1 Performance

We use execution time as the performance metric, and the
lower the execution time, the better the performance.
(1) Comparison with the fixed reception levels
In order to understand the advantage of the proposed TCDR
mechanism more clearly, we compare TCDR with two cases
where the reception level is fixed to “strong” and “weak”.
When the level is fixed to “strong”, L1 victims with high
reuse locality or short reuse distance are always inserted
to the MRU position of LLC. When the level is fixed to
“weak”, L1 victims with high reuse locality and short reuse
distance are always inserted to the LRU position of LLC.
Figure 2 shows the performance of TCDR and the two fixed
levels. Thanks to the set dueling method, the result of the

Table 1 System parameters

Fig. 2 Performance normalized to the fixed “strong” level
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Table 2 The hardware overhead of TCDR

Fig. 3 Performance normalized to LADR

proposed TCDR mechanism is basically similar to the better
of the fixed “strong” and “weak” levels (such as “Freqmine”
and “Barnes”). TCDR can even surpass both of them for
benchmarks such as “Fluidanimate” and “FFT” because the
level is adaptively selected. In general, TCDR improves the
performance by 7.11% and 9.87% respectively compared
with the fixed “strong” and “weak” levels. This proves the
advantage of the adaptive method in this paper.
(2) Comparison with LADR
We choose a closely related data replication mechanism
LADR [4] as the baseline system for performance evalua-
tion. We select LADR as the comparison target because
it is a state-of-art data replication mechanism that benefits
from the replication of all types of data, which is consis-
tent with TCDR in this paper, while other replication mech-
anisms [3], [5] only replicate read-only data. So, taking
LADR as the comparison target can better reflect that the
performance improvement is due to our proposed two-level
mechanism. Moreover, LADR has proved that its perfor-
mance is better than VR [2] and ASR [3], so we can indi-
rectly prove that our TCDR is superior to VR and ASR in
performance.

Figure 3 shows the performance of TCDR normalized
to LADR. TCDR improves the performance by 7.83% than
LADR on average. Because LADR only considers the reuse
times of L1 victims, and does not consider the LLC replica
reception capability. This will not make rational use of the
idle resources of LLC, which will affect the system perfor-
mance. TCDR can avoid this disadvantage by sensing two-
level caches and adaptively adjusting the replication strat-
egy. In addition, TCDR and LADR have similar perfor-
mance at the benchmark “Freqmine” (TCDR is only 0.2%
better than LADR). The reason is that the level of LLC
replica reception capability is “strong” in most cases, LADR

will not increase LLC pressure due to neglect of LLC replica
reception capability. And TCDR can sense LLC replica re-
ception capability and adopt reasonable L1 replica selec-
tion and LLC replica insertion strategies to improve perfor-
mance.

4.2 Latency Overhead

When a replacement occurs in L1 cache, the replica se-
lection process is triggered, and serial access to VTT and
PHCT is required. Besides, when a new replica needs to be
inserted to LLC, PSEL will be accessed to decide the inser-
tion position. The latency of VTT, PHCT and PSEL is 1 cy-
cle evaluated using cacti 6.5 [12] at 32 nm technology. How-
ever, the serial access to VTT and PHCT occurs only when
L1 is replaced rather than all L1 misses, and the access to
PSEL occurs only when a new replica comes rather than all
LLC insertion operations. Moreover, not all L1 victims will
become replicas because of replica selection, which greatly
reduces the number of new replicas in LLC. Therefore, the
additional latency in TCDR is relatively less. In addition, by
converting remote LLC accesses to local accesses, TCDR
can reduce the on-chip access latency by at least 6 cycles
(the nearest tile) and up to 36 cycles (the most remote tile),
which will offset the additional latency overhead and im-
prove the system performance.

4.3 Hardware Overhead

The hardware overhead of TCDR is shown in Table 2. We
select 16 KB L1 instruction/data (I/D) cache and 128 KB
LLC slice on the same tile as the baseline on-chip storage
system. TCDR adds four additional hardware structures.
Firstly, similar to SHiP, PHCT contains 16 K entries, and
each entry contains a 3-bit SC, so the hardware overhead
introduced in the first part is 6 KB. Secondly, both L1 in-
struction cache and L1 data cache have a capacity of 16 KB
and the size of each cache block is 64 B, so the number of
L1 cache entries is 256× 2. In order to index 16 K entries in
PHCT, the tag part of each entry in L1 cache is extended to
store 14-bit hashed PC. Therefore, the hardware overhead
introduced in the second part is 0.875 KB. Thirdly, VTT
uses the same sets and ways as L1, so its number of en-
tries is also 256 × 2. Each entry in VTT occupies 50 bits of
storage space, including 32-bit tag, 14-bit hashed PC, 1-bit
Re, 1-bit Valid (V) and 2-bit LRU, so the hardware over-
head introduced in the third part is 3.125 KB. Lastly, in DIP,
32 dedicated sets use 10-bit PSEL, and 16 dedicated sets
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in TCDR need 9-bit PSEL (0.001 KB). Therefore, the total
hardware overhead introduced by the four parts of TCDR
is 10.001 KB, accounting for 6.3% of the baseline. The
experimental results show that the above settings can meet
the needs of improving system performance and reasonable
storage overhead.

It’s worth noting that the additional hardware structures
are used to store information for L1 victim reuse prediction
and LLC replica reception capability monitoring, rather than
store the cache data. So, the additional 10.001 KB capacity
in TCDR refers to the space size of the newly added hard-
ware structures (PHCT, PC, VTT and PSEL), not the in-
creased cache capacity (the cache capacity is still 160 KB).
In fact, in order to realize locality-aware data replication,
LADR also adds a new structure (complete locality classi-
fier) to store locality information, which introduces 48.5 KB
additional hardware space. Although the hardware over-
heads in TCDR (10.001 KB) and LADR (48.5 KB) are not
equal, the cache capacity in TCDR and LADR is still equal
(still 160 KB). In addition, the latencies of additional hard-
ware structures in TCDR and LADR are accounted respec-
tively in our performance evaluation. Therefore, the differ-
ence of additional hardware capacity in TCDR and LADR
will not affect the fairness of performance evaluation.

5. Conclusion

In order to alleviate the long on-chip access latency prob-
lem of SLLC, we propose a novel two-level cache aware
adaptive data replication mechanism called TCDR. TCDR
controls data replication by predicting the victim reuse be-
haviors at the L1 cache level and monitoring the replica re-
ception capability at the LLC level. The results show that
TCDR improves the system performance by 7.83% on aver-
age than the baseline system. Besides, the latency overhead
introduced by the new structures can be offset by the re-
duced on-chip access latency and the hardware overhead is
reasonable compared to the baseline on-chip storage system.
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